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HIT IEDIATELY

urI PROFESSOR IS COAUTHOR
OF BOOK ON CHE~IICAL WARFARE
i IISSOULA--

Dr . E. \'/ . Pfeiffer, a zoology professor at the University of

~lontana,

is coauthor of

a recently published book dealing with chemical-biological warfare in Southeast Asia,
\vith special emphasis on the use of herbicides in Vietnam.
The book, entitled "Harvest of Death:

Chemical \/arfare in Vietnam and Cambodia"

(The Free Press, a division of 'lacmillan Co . , Ne\1/ York, and Collier- lacmillan Limited,
London, 304 pages, $10), is the product of the Scientists' Committee on Chemical-Biological
\~arfare

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AMS).

Dr. Pfeiffer

served as executive secretary of that committee.
The book reviews the history of chemical and biological warfare (CBW) from World War I
to Vietnam.
Dr . Pfeiffer said the publication discusses not only the technology of chemical
warfare but also the politics of CI3\'J and "the alarming increase in funds spent for CBl'/
research and development by the U.S. in the last 10 years."
The book covers the so-called riot control agents which have been developed for use
both in domestic civil unrest and in Vietnam and it discusses the legal status of these
agents in terms of tl1e Geneva Protocol against the use of gases in war, Dr. Pfeiffer said.
Dr . Pfeiffer and Arthur H. Westing, professor of botany at l'lindham College, Putney,
Vt.,

wrote a chapter in the book about the uses of herbicides in Vietnam and Cambodia

\-Jhich describes the history of the development of herbicides for use in \var.

The chapter

recounts Dr. Pfeiffer's attempts to induce the MAS to study the uses of herbicides in
Vietnam.
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The chapter includes a swnmary of the geography and ecology of Indochina and describes
the effects of herbicides upon various components of the Indochina ecosystems.
Dr. Pfeiffer said that because of a delay in the publication of the book "some
important (actions) have occurred since the book was written."
''As a result of AAAS studies of the effects of herbicides in Vietnam, the President
... ordered all herbicidal operations stopped," Dr. Pfeiffer emphasized.
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"Furthennore, the

Academy of Science embarked upon a study of the effects of herbicides."
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